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Manipulating Electronic Energy Disorder in Colloidal
Quantum Dot Solids for Enhanced Charge Carrier
Transport
Sangjin Lee, David Zhitomirsky, and Jeffrey C. Grossman*
orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the
individual CQDs. This inhomogeneity
in electronic energy levels can disrupt
the charge hopping transport in CQD
films and degrade the transport rate
significantly. In addition, a sufficiently
narrow CQD size dispersion is essential to achieve the periodic supercrystals
that have shown dramatic enhancement
in carrier mobility in CQD field effect
transistors due to the reduced interparticle spacing and increased exchange
coupling from the ligand treatments.[32]
The impact of CQD size dispersion on
the charge carrier mobility in CQD films
is little understood, and apparently contradictory results such
as a lack of correlation between polydispersity and carrier
mobility[21,33] versus the high carrier mobility observed using
monodisperse CQDs,[32] calls for further investigation into the
impact of radius distribution of CQDs on the carrier mobility
in CQD films. Furthermore, while recent work showed that
CQD solar cell performance was not influenced by polydispersity since a high density of deep trap states degraded the
charge transport in CQD active layers regardless of their size
dispersion,[34] new concepts involving small ionic ligands and
hybrid passivation strategies could successfully inactivate
those trap states,[23] motivating the need for detailed studies
on the impact of the CQD polydispersity, and for the establishment of design rules for polydisperse CQD layers.
In this paper, we analyze the impact of the electronic energy
disorder originating from the size dispersion of CQDs on the
charge carrier mobility in CQD films under a hopping transport regime using computational approaches, in which we
determine the equilibrium in the charge continuity equations
for each CQD by taking into account all the possible hopping
transport pairs within a given cut-off distance. We show how
the manipulation of CQD size dispersion can effectively control the carrier mobility in CQD films. In particular, our results
confirm that both the energy barriers and the diffusion barriers work simultaneously, blocking the charge carrier transfer
in the case that a gradient exists in the radius profile along the
electric field direction. We suggest that well-controlled doping
helps circumvent the mobility drops from these coexisting barriers, and then show that forming networks of large CQDs
through radius rearrangement in the direction perpendicular
to the electric field promotes fast charge hopping transport
efficiently.

A realistic CQD solid model is developed that computes the charge carrier
mobility using hopping transport models within an ensemble of individual
CQD units. Large decreases in electron mobility of up to 70% as compared
to the monodisperse case are observed when the energetic disorder in CQD
films lies in the typical experimental range of 10%–15%. Furthermore, it is
suggested that tailored and potentially experimentally achievable re-arrangement of the CQD size ensemble combined with spatial doping control can
mediate the reduction in mobility even in highly dispersive cases, and presents an avenue toward improved mobility and photovoltaic performance by
up to 9% by leveraging fast carrier transport channels in highly polydisperse
materials.

1. Introduction
Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) have gained considerable attention[1–3] due to their unique optical and electronic properties that can be tuned by both size control and
ligand engineering, leading to the use of CQD for optical
devices, such as light emitting diodes,[4–7] photo detectors,[8–10] and solar cells.[11–17] However, such applications
are limited by the relatively small charge carrier mobility
(0.001–0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1)[8,14,18] in CQD active layers, originating from the fact that the charge carrier transport depends
mainly on slow kinetics: namely, a hopping transport mechanism.[19,20] A number of studies have explored ways to
enhance the carrier mobility in CQD layers, including the
use of shorter ligands,[21] reduction of trap density by surface
passivation,[22,23] alignment of energy levels with ligands for
nearly resonant transport,[24] and induction of band-like transport;[25] in some cases charge carrier mobilities higher than
10 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been achieved.[26–29] Size dispersion in assynthesized CQDs is considered another source of mobility
loss and device performance degradation. CQDs synthesized
from conventional wet-chemistry processes possess a 5%–15%
size dispersion,[21,30,31] causing a corresponding dispersion
in the energy gaps between the highest occupied molecular
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2. Result and Discussion
We prepared CQD films with size dispersions using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, mimicking the experimental CQD film deposition process as described in the
Section S1 in the Supporting Information; an example of
the CQD film unit cell is given in Figure 1(a). Equilibrium
positions were then used for estimating the charge transport
performance of each CQD film. Our hopping transport simulations solve for the equilibrium for all CQDs in the charge
continuity equations:
dN
= −U net + Re ,in − Re ,out
dt

(1)

dP
= −U net + Rh ,in − Rh ,out
dt

(2)

Figure 1. a) An example of CQD film unit cell for hopping transport simulation (left); two electrodes are set at the top and bottom of the unit cell
(right). Electric fields are applied in the +z-direction. b) Charge carrier
mobility of CQD films with respect to the polydispersity. c) The portions
of charge transport rate perpendicular to the electric field increase as size
dispersion increases.
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where N(P) is the number of electrons (holes) in each CQD,
Unet is the net recombination rate, Re,in(Rh,in) is the incoming
rate of electrons (holes) from nearby CQDs within a predefined cut-off distance, and Re,out(Rh,out) is the outgoing rate of
electrons (holes) into the nearby CQDs within the same predefined cut-off distance; charge transport complies with the
variable-range hopping (VRH) mechanism,[35,36] where transport is not limited to the nearest hopping sites, especially for
the highly disordered cases. Periodic boundary conditions are
employed for the x- and y-directions. Each QD-to-QD charge
transport rate was defined based on the Miller–Abraham hopping transport model:[37]
d ΔE d → a + ΔE d → a ⎞
⎛ d
rd → a = N dVaH f exp ⎜ −
−
−
⎟⎠
⎝ αd αa
2kT

(3)

where rd→a is the hopping transport rate from a donor to an
acceptor, Hf is the hopping frequency, Nd is the number of
charges in the donor CQD, Va is the ratio of empty states for the
charge in the acceptor CQD, αd and αa represent the localization lengths of donor and acceptor CQDs, respectively, which is
set to be comparable to their radii,[36] d is the distance between
acceptor and donor CQDs, and ΔEd→a is the energy difference
when the charge transports from the donor to the acceptor.
While the localization lengths can vary between CQDs, these
changes can be absorbed into the hopping frequency coefficient, Hf, because we assume no enhancement or degradation
of interactions in specific CQD pairs, or CQD ligands exists.
This model implies that the charges need thermal activation in
order to tunnel through the distance d from lower energy levels
to higher energy levels. We note that variables in Equation (3)
are time-averaged in the equilibrium of the charge continuity
equations (Equations (1) and (2)); for example, Nd is allowed to
be a non-integer. Although non-integer numbers for charges
can significantly underestimate the Efros–Shklovskii VRH (ESVRH) at low temperature, ES-VRH is known not to be dominant in the temperature used in our simulations (300 K).[38]
Further details regarding our computational approach and code
validation are given in the Sections S2 and S3 in the Supporting
Information.
Figure 1(b) shows the trends of electron and hole mobility
with increasing CQD size dispersion. 50 different samples were
averaged for each size dispersion. Note that a 70% loss in the
electron mobility is observed for samples of around 10% size
dispersion, the typical standard deviation in CQD sizes in films
prepared using conventional wet processes.[30] On the other
hand, the hole mobility shows only a ≈11% decrease even in
the most dispersive (15%) CQD radius distribution cases. This
mobility reduction and the differences in electron and hole
mobilities can be understood from the relation between spreads
in site energy differences and the CQD size dispersion. Figure S5
in the Supporting Information shows the increases in the
standard deviations in neighboring site energy differences (ΔE
when charge transport occurs between nearest hopping pairs)
for all CQDs as the size dispersion broadens. Since the hopping transport Equation (3) includes the energy difference
terms inside the exponent, the variance in the neighboring site
energy differences diversifies the charge hopping transports
into neighboring CQDs in terms of their directions and rates.
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The smaller reduction in the hole mobility
can also be attributed to the small increases
in site energy deviation even for a large CQD
size dispersion. We further tested this model
to ensure accurate behavior given additional
temperature and mean size parameters;
more than 54% of electron mobility drops
were observed from a wide variety of samples, the details of which are provided in the
Section S6 in the Supporting Information.
In order to further analyze the impact of
these divergences in hopping transport, we
adopted hopping rate vectors that represent the
intensity and directions of each charge hopping transport rate between all the transport
pairs. Adding all the hopping rate vectors for
the hopping transport pairs of each CQD, we
obtained the overall transport rate and direction through each CQD, then evaluated how
much of this transport rate differs from the
electric field direction; we defined T// (parallel
to the electric field) and T⊥ (perpendicular
to the electric field) as shown in the inset in
Figure 1(c) (see the Section S5 in the Supporting Information for further details).
The trends of T⊥/(T⊥+T//) shown in
Figure 1(c) imply that charge carrier mobility
in CQD films degrades with increased
size dispersion due to the inhomogeneity
in energy level differences between hopping transport pairs which in turn alters
the charge transport from the electric field
direction, indicating that a larger portion of
hopping transport rates in the electric field
direction boosts the overall charge carrier
mobility. This analysis of the mobility drops
in polydisperse CQD films suggests that a
reduction in the site energy deviations and
an increase in electric-field-oriented charge
transfer will serve as desirable design rules
for higher mobility CQD films. One strategy
to maintain the highest charge mobility in
CQD films could involve synthesizing mono- Figure 2. Examples of unit cells and radius distributions for the rearranging strategies used
disperse CQDs or narrowing the size disper- in this paper: a,f) random distribution, b,g) ascending radius in +z-direction, c,h) descending
radius in +z-direction, d,i) increasing polydispersity as the distance from center increases, and
sion from the as-synthesized polydisperse e,j) decreasing polydispersity as the distance from center increased.
CQDs before depositing as active layers.
Achieving perfectly monodisperse CQDs
is currently unrealistic given the hot-injection methods used
approaches allow for any distribution of CQDs to be tested,
in CQD synthesis and lack of efficient nanometer scale filtrahere we adopt ones that may be practically realized, such as a
tion methods, although recent work reported a 5% size disperfilm possessing a gradient of colloidal CQD radii in different
sion;[39] however, even in this case our calculations show that
directions: vertical (in the electric field) or horizontal (perpendicular to the electric field). We prepared five different types of
40% of the potential electron mobility is lost due to the size discomputational unit cells (Figure 2) where the effective radii of
persion. Furthermore, several types of CQD systems including
CQDs have: (1) a random distribution, (2) an ascending order
III–V composites inherently have difficulties in being prepared
in the +z-direction, (3) a descending order in the +z-direction,
with small size dispersion[40] due to their unique synthesis pro(4) an ascending order in size dispersion as a function of discess.[41] Another approach to achieve efficient charge transport
tance from the center, and (5) a descending order in size disin CQD films could be to redesign the CQD configurations
persion as a function of distance from the center. Examples
within the film even though considerable size dispersion exists
of radius profiles for CQD locations in each unit cell are also
in the as-synthesized colloidal CQDs. While computational
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shown in Figure 2(f–j). While samples (2) and (3) have a gradient in the radii of CQDs, size dispersions rather than radii
were controlled in the horizontal directions for samples (4) and
(5); for example, sample (4) possesses a nearly monodisperse
region near the center part of the simulation unit cell. The
arrangements of CQD radii described above were applied prior
to placing the CQDs into the simulation box and starting the
MD simulation since artifacts such as unphysical overlapping
of neighboring CQDs are possibly introduced into the CQD
geometry if the positions of CQDs are exchanged after the MD
equilibration. In addition, this pre-deposition sorting guarantees that all five types of radii distributions and size-dispersion
gradient controls are generated from the same initial CQD
radius distribution for each size dispersion from 0% to 15%.
Figure 3(a,b) shows the dramatic reductions in charge carrier mobility as the size dispersion increases, for both electrons and holes. Contrary to the case of random samples, the
CQD films with the descending (ascending) radius gradient
impose continuous energy barriers for charge hopping; in the
case of descending (ascending) radius gradient, holes (electrons) need extra thermal energy to overcome these energy barriers, which leads to large drops in the charge carrier mobility.
Surprisingly, the mobility for opposite charge (electrons for
descending radius-gradient samples and holes for ascending
radius-gradient samples) shows a large decrease, which is not
intuitive from the electric energy diagram shown in Figure 3(c).
Electrons (holes) can travel without energy barriers toward
the electrode on the left (right) side via CQD networks along
a downhill network of energy levels. Equation (3) implies that
charges hopping from higher energy levels to lower energy
levels do not need thermal activation. Therefore, the mobility
of the opposite charges should show limited drops or even an
improvement for the oriented size dispersion, as opposed to
the results we find in Figure 3(a,b). In order to elucidate the
source of these large and counter-intuitive drops in mobility for
both electrons and holes, we prepared a simpler CQD simulation sample with a face-centered-cubic-like (FCC-like) configuration as shown in Figure 4(a). When the HOMO–LUMO gaps
possess a gradient in the z-direction as in the descending case,
the number of charges that show exponential increases along
the HOMO–LUMO gap decrease because more electrons can
be thermally excited from HOMO to LUMO levels in the case
of the smaller energy gaps (see Figure 4(b)). Next we separate
the impact of energy barrier and diffusion barrier by forcing
the limit on each of them. Figure 4(c) shows the case where
we keep the number of charges constant regardless of HOMO–
LUMO gaps. Under positive bias in the +z-direction, electrons
travel in the −z-direction without experiencing energy barriers
while holes should overcome the thermal energy barriers when
they hop toward the electrode near z = 40. This contrast in
transport behaviors results in complete opposite trends in electron and hole mobility as shown in Figure 4(e); as the gradient
in HOMO–LUMO gap increases, the hole mobility drops significantly even to negative values, which indicates the positive
charges tend to move in the opposite direction of the electric
field. In Figure 4(d), we show results with constant HOMO–
LUMO gaps with exponentially increasing number of charges
as the z-position of the CQDs approaches the bias electrode at
z = 0. Although there is no energy barrier for both electrons
4
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Figure 3. a,b) Charge carrier mobility with respect to CQD size dispersion
when CQD sizes have ascending and descending order in +z-directions;
dramatic reductions in mobility are observed for both electrons and
holes. The energy diagram for a descending case (c) indicates that holes
should overcome the energy barrier while electrons travel downhill of
energy levels with an electric field in the +z-direction.

and holes in this case under the positive electric field in the
+z-direction, Figure 4(f) indicates that the electron mobility
drops severely when the Nmax-to-Nmin ratio increases, where
Nmax (Nmin) is the maximum (minimum) number of charges
in a single CQD in the simulation unit cell. Since Equation (3)
implies that a donor CQD with larger charge population allows
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Figure 4. Analysis of energy and diffusion barriers with simpler CQD simulation sample; a) a unit cell of the face-centered-cubic CQD configuration
and b) distribution of electronic energy levels when sizes of CQDs are sorted along the electric field direction (+z). When the number of equilibrium
charges is forced to be constant c) with the same energy level distribution with (b), the energy barriers soles work for hole transport (e). In the case of
constant HOMO–LUMO gaps d) with the same number of equilibrium charges with (b), diffusion barriers work for electrons that travel in −z-direction
(f), where Nmax(min) indicates the maximum(minimum) number of equilibrium charges in the CQD films. g) Control of the doping profile can circumvent those coexisting energy and diffusion barriers, h) making mobility for one type of charge (electron for this example) stay high even for a large
gradient in the energy levels.

higher transport rates, more charge numbers near the bias electrode promotes such a large electron transfer in the +z-direction
that the electron mobility can turn negative when the gradient
in the number of charges is extremely steep. In other words,
electrons have to overcome the diffusion barrier from the larger
number of electrons in the CQDs “ahead” in the traveling direction. Thus, the significant decreases in charge carrier mobility
for both electrons and holes in the case of descending and
ascending radius distributions can be attributed to the fact that
diffusion barriers as well as energy barriers serve to simultaneously block transport of all charge carriers. While CQDs with
smaller HOMO–LUMO gaps can provide downhill energy pathways that lead to easy charge transport free from energy barriers, a larger number of charges in those smaller gap CQDs
will, in turn, prevent those carriers from moving freely through
the downward energy gradient. These results suggest that the
charge distribution in CQD films should be carefully taken into
account when designing CQD-based optoelectronic devices
where a variety of strategies, including quantum funnels[42]
and tandem structures,[12,43] are applied to enhance the device
performance. Circumventing these coexisting charge transport
barriers inevitably requires another method to separate the
number of charges and the HOMO–LUMO gap. Figure 4(g,h)
shows that an elaborate doping of CQDs would remove the diffusion barrier effectively. Here, we used FCC-like CQD films
where the Fermi levels were set parallel to the LUMO levels by
corresponding doping as shown in Figure 4(g). Note that the
first CQD layers near the bias electrode at z = 0 were p-doped
for the sake of unblocked electron transfer in the −z-direction,
leading to the invariable electron mobility even for CQD films
where high gradients exist in energy levels along the electric
field (Figure 4(h)). However, not only would such a strategy
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require sophisticated additional processes for doping profile
control, but it cannot provide fast charge transfer for both electrons and holes simultaneously because the doping profiles
induce an imbalance between both electrodes and accumulate a built-in electric field in the −z-direction for the case of
Figure 4(g), leading to increased energy barriers for holes to
travel toward the electrode at z = 0. These drawbacks, in turn,
call for alternative ways to improve mobility other than CQD
radius rearrangement along the electric field direction; in particular, we next explore the potential of horizontal sorting of
CQD radii to suppress T⊥/(T⊥+T//).
The trends in carrier mobility for the case where the size
dispersion is sorted in horizontal directions are shown in
Figure 5(a,b). Interestingly, the electron mobility shows a
smaller drop than the unsorted random cases, bounded at
about 40% even when the colloidal CQD films have large size
dispersions, which indicates that these types of size-dispersion
controls may be useful strategies to ease the mobility drop in
polydisperse CQD layers. The redesign of size dispersion in
horizontal directions leads to the development of two channels
through which the charge carriers move faster than the random
cases: smaller disperse paths (Figure 5(d), upper) where charge
transport stays in the electric field direction as explained earlier,
and networks of large CQDs (Figure 5(e), lower) where lower
site energy differences between larger CQDs bring about higher
carrier mobility.[21] We confirmed that the latter transport paths
actually play effective roles in the mobility enhancement using
a simulation cell with ‘tail’ CQDs that have smaller or larger
radii than 1-sigma value of the normal distribution. The inset
in Figure 5(b) shows an example of the radii distribution used.
The trends in charge carrier mobility for these tail samples are
in good agreement with both cases of horizontal rearrangement
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Figure 5. Charge carrier mobility for a) electrons and b) holes with respect to the CQD size dispersion when CQD films have the size-dispersion gradients in horizontal directions; center (edge) indicates the samples with smaller size dispersion in the center (edge) of the unit cell; and tails indicates
the samples with smaller or larger size CQDs than 1-sigma value of the normal distribution as shown in the inset. c) Possible paths for higher charge
carrier mobility than random cases. d) Illustrations of charge hopping transports for small-dispersion path (upper) and the network of large CQDs
(bottom). e) The network of large CQDs promotes the charge transfer along the electric field direction, where comparison in trends of transport rate
portions not in the electric field direction between random and center samples is given.

of CQD size dispersions. Hopping rate vector analysis confirms
that networks of large CQDs played a role in maintaining the
lower T⊥/(T⊥+T//) even at higher size dispersion than that in
the randomly arranged CQD films as shown in Figure 5(e).
Limiting the mobility drops up to 40% with the networks of
large CQDs in polydisperse CQD films, compared to the ≈70%
drops in random cases, provides straightforward improvement in the CQD device performance. For example, the higher
mobility would enhance the photovoltaic performance of
CQD films, allowing more charge extraction and thicker lightabsorbing layers. In order to ascertain the impact of spatially
tailoring a CQD film to take advantage of the size dispersion,
we developed a fully self-consistent optoelectronic device simulator that used our CQD simulation boxes as inputs. Figure 6(a)
shows the computed J–V curves for the random and the horizontally sorted CQD films with external charge generation.
While polydispersity in CQD films largely degrades all of the
photovoltaic performance parameters (8% in short-circuit current, 15% in open-circuit voltage, 16% in the fill factor, and
34% in power conversion efficiency at 10% polydispersity),
with a major impact on open circuit voltage as known from
experimental literature,[34] the CQD films with the networks
of large CQDs, fitted with dashed line in Figure 6(a), facilitate
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efficient charge extractions; 7% and 9% improved PCEs were
estimated for 10% and 15% polydisperse samples, respectively.
Importantly, the percolation networks affect only the current
and do not negatively impact the device open circuit voltage.
Interestingly, percolation networks using intragap states have
recently been reported to be able to sustain appreciable currents within a CQD solid.[44] Furthermore, the enhancements
in charge extraction increase when thicker CQD films are
used as shown in Figure 6(b), indicating that more useful light
absorption is available with the improved carrier mobility. The
doubled charge carrier mobility expected from the networks
of large CQDs with ≈10% size dispersion enables a roughly
40% enhancement in diffusion length and possible CQD film
thickness, leading to a 17% enhanced device performance predicted from the optoelectronic modeling based on experimental
data.[45]
Our results suggest that further experimental work toward
realizing such design strategies could lead to large improvements in device performance. Despite the successful achievements of well-designed CQD film structures with size gradients[42] or graded dopings,[46] the films were deposited using
multistep spin-coating processes. In order to apply a CQD
radius gradient along the electric field with controlled doping,
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consideration in order not to block the charge carrier transport
through both energy barriers and diffusion barriers. We have
proposed doping strategies to circumvent these coexisting diffusion barriers, and our results suggest that the redesign of size
distributions could also enable fast carrier transport by introducing networks of large CQDs. Importantly, this approach
could result in high mobilities even in the case of highly
polydisperse colloidal CQD films. While photovoltaic performances of CQD films were largely degraded by random size
dispersion, our newly introduced concept of networks of large
CQDs promoted efficient charge extraction with device performance improvements as high as 9% in power conversion efficiency. This highlights that there is tremendous opportunity
to improve performance either by isolating perfectly monodisperse nanocrystals, or, engineering deposition strategies to
form high-mobility percolation networks that may be suitable
for a variety of CQD optoelectronic devices.

4. Computational Section

Figure 6. a) Photovoltaic performance of CQD films; numbers in the
indices mean the polydispersity (%) and “r” (“gc”) indicates sample with
random arrangements (gradient in size dispersion with smaller dispersion in center), and b) trends in the short-circuit currents, normalized by
the value from monodisperse CQD films.

a new technique combining existing doping controls (mainly
from ligand exchanges) and simultaneous size sorting (i.e.,
centrifuging[47]) is needed. On the other hand, the horizontal
size-dispersion controls for the networks of large CQDs cannot
be achieved without novel methods for separating CQDs with
specific sizes. Optical sorting techniques[48–50] can work for
this since they change the distribution of nanoparticles with
respect to their sizes possibly even during the deposition
processes; however, further improvements are necessary due to
the extremely small size of CQDs and significant solvent flows
during the spin-coating. Combination with slower CQD deposition processes such as electrophoresis,[51] Langmuir–Blodgett
technique[52] or Langmuir–Schaefer technique[53] can provide
scopes for the development of favorable sorting methods.

3. Conclusion
In conclusion, using a combination of computational procedures including MD simulations and hopping transport calculations, we have examined the impact of polydisperisty on
carrier mobility in colloidal CQD solids. Our results show that
the carrier mobility of colloidal CQD layers depends strongly
on the distribution of the individual CQD’s size. Engineering
the HOMO–LUMO gaps, therefore, needs sophisticated
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Charge Carrier Mobility: Computational samples of CQD films
with 0%–15% size dispersions were prepared using MD simulations in the LAMMPS package.[54] Assuming each CQD with
4 Å ligand length is a sphere, 1600 radii of CQDs were generated with a normal distribution with standard deviation ranging
from 0 to 0.285 nm and an average radius of 1.9 nm. We refer
to the bottom of the simulation cell as the xy-plane (60 nm ×
60 nm) located at z = 0 and the height of the cell corresponds
to the z-axis (Figure 1(a)). After the CQD spheres are sparsely
placed above the simulation box, the MD simulation starts with
an additional acceleration in −z-direction, which causes the
CQDs to drop into the simulation box where periodic boundary
conditions in the x- and y-directions area applied. The CQD
spheres find their equilibrium positions under a granular
potential that defines interactions among CQDs; a strong
repulsive force acts only when the distance between two CQD
spheres becomes less than the sum of their radii. Generated
CQD films from these procedures have randomly close-packed
configurations with packing density around 0.605, in good
agreement with the reported results on the trend of core to
total volume ratio with respect to the inter-CQD distance in the
face-centered-cubic-like amorphous phase;[55] an example CQD
configuration is shown in Figure 1. Next, positions and radii
of CQDs were used to model transport where HOMO–LUMO
gaps were calculated using a relation for lead sulfide (PbS)
CQDs suggested by Moreels et al.[56] While the HOMO–LUMO
gap broadens as the CQD size decreases due to the quantum
confinement effect, the changes in the individual energy levels
are not symmetric. We therefore determined the HOMO and
LUMO levels based directly on experimental results from
Hyun et al.[57] In this model we assumed that charges hop via
HOMO or LUMO levels, but note that additional effects such as
charging energy and polaronic effects may be implemented to
increase its accuracy, though they would dramatically increase
model complexity and computation time (see the Section S4 in
the Supporting Information for the details).
The electrodes were set on either side of the CQD film (top
and bottom as shown in Figure 1(a)) and their work functions
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were set to the equilibrium points where the net charge
transfer between each electrode and the CQD film became
zero. The mobility of CQD films was estimated using the current density at 0.001 V nm−1 electric field, comparable to the
electric field inside the depletion layer in conventional CQD
solar cells working at the maximum power point[45] or that
between sources and drains in CQD field effect transistors,[25]
and the total number of carriers in the layers when all the
charge continuity Equations (1) and (2) became close enough
to zero so that the current densities converged to within 10−8
of the relative tolerance. In addition to these charge continuity
equations, Poisson equations defined the electric potentials of
all CQDs. The multivariable Newton’s method was applied to
find this equilibrium; details can be found in the Section S2 in
the Supporting Information. We also show the applicability of
our modeling platform across other materials systems by simulating commonly reported NaZn13 structures,[58,59] with details
in the Section S7 in the Supporting Information.
Photovoltaic Performances: We used the same CQD film unit
cells as shown in Figure 2 for photovoltaic performance estimation. CQDs are p-doped with 10−4 positive charge per each
CQD, leading to Fermi levels at about 0.3 eV above the HOMO
levels. Hole blocking boundary conditions replaced the ohmic
ground electrode at the maximum z coordinate of the unit cells;
this boundary condition serves as hole blocking layers in heterojunction CQD solar cells. Optical generation terms are added
into the right sides of Equations (1) and (2). A constant value of
4 × 103 was used for those generation rates for all CQDs.
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